We use topological methods to present existence principles and theory for integral equations in Banach spaces.
Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with Volterra and Urysohn equations in Banach spaces. The paper will be divided into two main sections. In Section 2 general existence principles are established for these equations. The technique relies on a nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type [2] . Our results improve and extend results in [15] ; in addition some of the results are new even in the finite dimensional setting. In Section 3 some applications are given. exists (see [16] for properties of the Bochner integral). The semi inner products ( [7, 9] ) on E are defined by (x,y)+ I I xlllim IIx+tyll I I ll tO + Let fE be the bounded subsets of E. Let X E ft E. The diameter of X is defined by diarn (X) sup{ I I The Kuratowskii measure of noncompactness is the map a: E--, [0, cx] The other inequality follows from the ideas in [7, page 24] .
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